3PQ®
Configuration Suite
The technically leading
solution for the industry
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Flexible platform, easy.
data maintenance and impressive.
.user experience.
Especially as a technically oriented company with an extensive portfolio,
you are faced with a problem: countless configuration options and
variants of your products become a challenge for sales and
manufacturing. In some cases, immense specialist knowledge is
required for product configuration, pricing and quotation preparation.
The greater the number of possible variants, the higher the error rate
and the time required.
Knowledge-based product configuration with the help of our
configuration software is the solution for many companies. Quotations
are always written according to the extensive object dependencies manual (human) errors excluded. The product configuration itself can be
left in the hands of your customers, which in turn relieves the burden on
the sales department.

3PQ® Sales (CPQ).
Supports sales staﬀ within the
quotation process.

Lorem Ipsum (Text
von Folie
2) Commerce.
3PQ®
Retailers and end customers can
configure in self-service.

3PQ® Manufacturing.
Small companies can start with our standard package easyKAT®. 3PQ®
oﬀers an ideal platform for enterprise applications. Our configuration
technology is a market leader and is used by small and medium-sized
companies throughout Europe as well as by well-known industrial
giants.
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Our 3PQ® configuration
platform as the core of our
solution suite can be used
very flexibly as a
self-service solution for
your customers, as a CPQ
system for your sales
department, or as a
manufacturing
configurator.

Generation of parts lists and
dimensional drawings for
manufacturing.
Michael Wille,
Founder and managing director
Plan Software
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Highlights from the.
.3PQ® configuration platform.
Completely cloud-based solution

Out-of-the-box

Immediately usable worldwide without installation

Turnkey application

Online, oﬀline and mobile
Usable on all devices

Frontend adjustments without programming
knowledge

Web-based maintenance environment

Flexible use

Extensive set of tools
for object dependencies

As a CPQ system, self-service portal oder
manufacturing configurator

3D configuration and generation of
CAD models

Integration

Visual configuration

Integration of calculation and design
Standardized script language
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UI layout manager

Open interface concept and standardized
ERP bridge

Internationalization
Diﬀerent currencies, languages, units of
measurement
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.The proper functionality.
.for all application scenarios.
The 3PQ® Essential modules, tailored to an application purpose, provide you with all our basic functionality.
If desired, you can extend your configuration with our 3PQ® Extensions.
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3PQ® Essentials
Features

3PQ® Sales (CPQ)

3PQ® Commerce

3PQ® Manufacturing

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Management of internal users

✓
✓
✓
✓

✗

✓

Management of external users

✗

✓

✗

Management of multiple interface and document languages

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Type key (analysis and generation)

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

Generation of parts lists & dimensional drawings for manufacturing

✗

✗

✓

Modelling & administration
Maintenance of configuration objects and rule set
Dynamic value import
Maintenance of standard variants

Product configuration
Configuration engine for highly complex configuration
UI layout manager
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3PQ® Essentials
Features

3PQ® Sales (CPQ)

3PQ® Commerce

3PQ® Manufacturing

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✗

✓

✗

✗

✗

✓

✗

✓

✗

✓

✗

✗
✗
✗

✓

✗

✓

✗

✓

✗

✓

✓

✓

Quotation & price calculation
Dynamic generation of quotation documents
Dynamic generation of technical drawings
Definable business processes (workflows, approvals)
Creation of sales parts lists
Support for complex pricing structures
Management of price lists and currencies
Configure to buy
Checkout / ordering process
Creation of product catalogs
Standardized interface to selected store systems
Integrations
Open interface concept for integration into ERP, CRM and PLM
systems
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3PQ® Extensions
+
Digital
ERP Bridge

+

3PQ® CAD Engine
and Visualizer STEP Viewer

+

3PQ® CAD Engine
and Visualizer 2D
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✓

Standardized data bridge between 3PQ® and SAP

✓

SAP → Configurator: Transfer of master-data, object
dependencies, variant tables

✓

Configurator → SAP: Transfer and valuation of
configured materials

+

3PQ® CAD Engine
and Visualizer 3D

✓

Visualization of static STEP files on the web (move,
zoom)

✓

For simple use cases that do not require assembly of
step models

✓

Modular generation of technical (schematic) drawings
(e.g., circuit diagrams and dimensional drawings)

✓

Supports DXF/DWG assembly

✓

Text replacement (e.g., for dimensions)

+

3PQ® CAD Engine
and Visualizer CADClick

✓

Visualization and assembly of STEP models using
anchor points (drag & drop configuration)

✓

Collision detection and visual highlighting

✓

For more complex use cases that require
parametric generation of models

✓

Supports native CAD formats and EPLAN
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The new easyKat® configurator – coming 2022

The platform for complex configurations

Our turnkey application easyKAT® serves the desire for a fast and
straightforward solution for product configuration. Master-data can be created
and maintained independently to generate product specifications, quotations,
and sales bills of materials without errors. Standardized front-end
components and an intuitive layout manager, easyKAT® enables you to
achieve a particularly short time-to-market.

Our configuration system 3PQ® was developed explicitly for demanding and
complex use cases and guarantees security, stability, and the highest
performance. Thanks to the standardized ERP bridge, you can seamlessly
integrate the system into your existing IT landscape, and a visualization of the
configuration in 2D/3D is possible. It does not matter whether the product
configurator is used by your sales department, a retailer, or the customer.

Highlights

Highlights

✓

Turnkey application for independent creation and maintenance of
master data

✓

The platform for enterprise applications

✓

Expandable and highly scalable system architecture

✓

The fast and simple solution for small and medium-sized companies
with up to 25 internal users

✓

Use of digital ERP bridge and 3PQ CAD Engine and Visualizer - 2D / 3D /
CADClick modules

✓

Including important features of 3PQ Essentials

✓

Personal contact person

✓

Layout Manager for easy front-end customization - without any
programming knowledge

Available as
Cloud
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Available as
Cloud

Self-hosted
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Success factor: seamless integration.
.into the overall process.
Companies that cannot respond immediately to their customers' requirements have diﬀiculty remaining competitive
in the long term. Speed is becoming a success factor - and so is the integration of IT systems. Sales staﬀ, in particular,
need a seamlessly networked flow of information to be able to respond immediately to customer-specific inquiries.

Cost and time savings without
redundant data maintenance

We lay the foundation for integrating your CPQ solution into your corporate IT with an open interface concept. Our
powerful interfaces ensure complete flexibility when integrating 3PQ® into your technology infrastructure.
Depending on your requirements, you can use our standard interfaces or develop an individual interface between
your system and 3PQ®.

✓

With an interface to your ERP system, you can easily exchange data such as article master data, product
structures, and prices.

✓

You can seamlessly integrate 3PQ® into your CRM processes to continue to map master data management and
workflows in your CRM system.

✓

Integrate other systems such as PLM, CAD, or even design tools.

Easy maintainability and low
eﬀort

Availability of your data in
real-time

Digital ERP bridge
Our solutions have ready-to-use standard interfaces to your SAP system (SD, MM and PP) through
our standardized ERP bridge to minimize manual eﬀorts and errors in data maintenance and to
optimize sales processes.
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Foundation
1993

Users
500.000+

Customers worldwide
100+

3 locations in
Germany

150+ employees with
our sister N4
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Plan Software
Solutions for engineering companies
For over 25 years, we have been reliably advising and supporting our customers and partners:
we find software-based solutions for our customers' problems. Even at the time of our
founding, we had the vision to specialize in electronic product catalogs and everything that
goes with it. This is how our particular expertise came into being: intelligent configuration
solutions for industrial companies in the B2B sector. We have constantly expanded our portfolio
and
have
always
been
bold
in
using
new,
innovative
technologies.
Today, with the claim to provide state-of-the-art solutions, we focus primarily on integrated
end-to-end solutions that significantly simplify our customers' processes, unburden resources,
and
make
our
customers
more
competitive
in
the
long
term.
For example, our knowledge-based configuration solutions, supported by visual 3D elements or
technical calculations, ensure that sales and customers receive exactly what meets their
requirements. B2B e-commerce solutions from pure eShops, to platforms, to holistic customer
portals enormously strengthen customer benefits and bring new sales potential. Our digital
data bridge to SAP simplifies and accelerates integration into our customers' systems.
Customized IoT applications based on MindSphere, the open IoT operating system from
Siemens,
also
promote
contemporary
and
future-proof
after-sales.
In addition to superior technology, Plan Software relies particularly on well-trained employees
– without fear of challenges. Engineers, business economists, and computer scientists know
the industry and products of our customers, primarily from the manufacturing industry,
mechanical and plant engineering, very well.
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A look behind the
the scenes?
Feel free to contact us and learn more about our
more about our configuration solutions.
Byron Wells
solution manager
email: bwells@plansoft.de
phone: +49 681 37 92 7 - 0
We look forward to hearing from you.
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Convince
yourself in a
live demo.

Plan Software
Martin-Luther-Straße 20
66111 Saarbrücken
Germany
phone: +49 681 / 37 92 7 - 0
email: dialog@plansoft.de
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